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 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY

 L. E. DUBINS and E. H. SPANIER,* University of California, Berkeley

 Steinhaus [16] has written about the problem of dividing an object (such
 as a cake) among a finite number of people so that each is satisfied that he has
 received his fair share, though each may have a different opinion as to which

 parts of the cake are most valuable. In that article he presented, among other
 things, the affirmative solution of Banach-Knaster to this problem. Their solu-
 tion stimulated us to ask whether it may not sometimes be possible to divide
 the cake so that each person feels that he receives strictly more than his share.
 We found that such divisions do exist whenever two or more of the participants
 value some part of the cake differently. It then seemed natural to try to formu-
 late a definition of one division being better than another and to find out
 whether there exist best or optimal divisions.

 In this paper we observe that positive solutions to these problems can be
 based on results in the literature, and relations, some old, some perhaps new,
 between these problems and other topics in the mathematical literature will be
 pointed out.

 In Part I we restate some, but not all, of the ideas contained in the article of
 Steinhaus [16]. We also present other well-known problems involving the divi-
 sion or partitioning of one or more objects. It is intended that this part of the
 paper be a complete unit requiring little technical knowledge and that it can be
 read profitably by a reader whether or not he goes on to the second, and more
 technical, part of the paper.

 In Part II the mathematical details are presented. The results are not new
 and center around some results of Lyapunov [13] and generalizations of these.

 I. DIVISION PROBLEMS

 We begin with the problem of dividing a cake between two people so that
 each is satisfied that he gets at least half the cake. Whether or not the two peo-
 ple agree as to what constitutes half the cake makes no difference as it is always
 possible to divide the cake in the desired manner.

 A simple and well-known method of effecting such a division is for "one to
 cut, the other to choose." The one who cuts does not have a chance of receiving
 more than half the cake according to his measure unless he is willing to take the
 risk of receiving less than half. On the other hand, the one who chooses may have
 the opportunity to get more than half the cake according to his measure without
 incurring any such risk. Thus in a certain sense the procedure gives an advantage

 to the one who chooses. Nevertheless, it is fair in the sense that each person can
 ensure that he receives at least half the cake according to his own tastes inde-
 pendently of what the other does.

 * This paper was prepared while one of its authors was a Regular Postdoctoral N.S.F. Fellow
 and the other was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant number
 G-10700.
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 2 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 Steinhaus [16] asked whether a fair procedure could be found for dividing
 a cake among n participants for n > 2. He found a solution for n = 3, and Banach
 and Knaster showed that the solution for n = 2 can be extended in an elegant
 and simple way to arbitrary n.

 Their solution to the problem is, in essence, as follows. A knife is slowly
 moved at constant speed parallel to itself over the top of the cake. At each in-
 stant the knife is poised so that it could cut a unique slice of the cake. As time
 goes by the potential slice increases monotonely from nothing until it becomes
 the entire cake. The first person to indicate satisfaction with the slice then deter-
 mined by the position of the knife receives that slice and is eliminated from
 further distribution of the cake. (If two or more participants simultaneously
 indicate satisfaction with the slice, it is given to any one of them.) The process
 is repeated with the other n-I participants and with what remains of the
 cake.

 To show this is a fair method of distribution suppose that a participant
 (call him A) adopts the strategy of indicating satisfaction at that position of
 the knife where the piece cut off has a value of 1/nth of the total value of the
 cake according to his measure. Then, independent of the strategies of the other
 participants, even allowing for coalitions and duplicity, it is assured that either
 (i) A is given the first piece of the cake, which is precisely 1/nth of the cake
 according to his taste, or (ii) A becomes one of the n -1 participants who have a
 share in the remains of the cake, which is worth at least (n - 1)/n of the original
 cake according to A's own evaluation. It is easy to see (by induction on n) that
 A possesses a strategy which ultimately yields him at least 1/nth of the original
 cake according to his own evaluation.

 Of course, the solution of Banach and Knaster shows that there exists a divi-
 sion of the cake into n pieces such that the jth piece is worth at least 1/nth of
 the cake according to the jth measure. But their solution is more than a mere
 existence theorem. In fact, it provides an important practical method for effect-
 ing such a division; moreover it is a method which does not require the services
 of an umpire or an expert to decide what the "true" value of each piece of the
 cake really is. Another important property of their solution is that the piece
 that each participant receives is an "elementary" set in a sense that is easily
 made precise.

 The method described above is equally applicable for the division of any
 object provided only that (1) the value assigned by any participant to any part
 of the object equals the sum of the values of the subparts when the part is sub-
 divided into any finite number of subparts; and (2) the value to each participant
 of the potential slice varies in a continuous fashion as the knife is moved over the
 object. The method is also applicable when the participants are not to share
 equally but to share in some preassigned way as long as each one has been
 assigned a rational share of the cake. Thus, suppose ai is a nonnegative ra-
 tional number with E>ai = 1 for 1 < i < n. Then the method above can be applied
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 1961] HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY 3

 to effect a division in which the ith participant receives at least ai of the total
 value of the object according to his evaluation. To see this, express each ai as
 the ratio of two integers where the denominator is common to all i (so ai = ri/k).
 Now make believe there are k participants, and let the real ith participant have

 a multiple personality and play the role of ri of the fictitious participants. The
 method of division described above guarantees him 1/kth of the cake in each of
 his roles. Therefore, he is assured of at least ri/k of the cake according to his
 evaluation.

 The constructive method for dividing a cake among n people described
 above gives each person a fair share according to his taste. However, it may
 result in a distribution for which one or more of the participants feels that some-

 one else got more (or less) than his fair share. Steinhaus in [16] asserted that
 using methods similar to those of Stone and Tukey [17] it is possible to prove
 the existence of a partition of the cake into n sets so that each set has measure
 equal to 1/nth of the total value of the cake to each participant (he actually
 asserted more, namely Corollary 1.1 below for the case k = n).

 The problem considered above involves partitioning the cake into n sets
 and then evaluating each of n measures on each of the sets. We now describe
 another problem, a special case of which involves partitioning a set into k pieces
 and then evaluating each of n measures on each piece. The problem is called the
 "Problem of the Nile," and below we state a slightly modified version of Fisher's
 presentation of it [8, 9].

 "Each year the Nile would flood, thereby irrigating or perhaps devastating
 parts of the agricultural land of a predynastic Egyptian village. The value of
 different portions of the land would depend upon the height of the flood. In
 question was the possibility of giving to each of the k residents a piece of land
 whose value would be 1/k of the total land value no matter what the height of
 the flood."

 The problem as described above allows an infinite number of flood heights
 and in such a case, as shown by Feller [7], need not have a solution. Assuming
 that there are only a finite number, say n, of possible flood heights for the Nile,
 then Corollary 1.1 below (with aj = 1/k for each j) shows the existence of a solu-
 tion. That the problem has a solution under this hypothesis was first noted by
 Neyman [14]. Another contribution to this problem of the Nile is due to
 Tukey [19].

 Closely related to the problem of the Nile is the "Problem of Similar Re-
 gions" of Neyman and Pearson [15]. Instead of partitioning a set, this problem
 involves for each a between 0 and 1, the existence of a single subset such that
 for each of n measures the ith measure of the subset is to the ith measure of the
 whole set as a is to 1. This problem, seemingly easier than the problem of the
 Nile, especially if a is rational, is actually equivalent to it as was first observed
 by Darmois [4].

 The special case of the problem of similar regions in which the preassigned
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 4 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 ratio is equal to 2 we shall call the "bisection problem." It is known (and we shall

 actually see in Part II) that a solution of the bisection problem leads to a solu-
 tion of 'the problem of the Nile so that they are, in fact, equivalent.

 Other problems involving bisection have been considered, including various

 forms of the "Ham Sandwich Problem" [17, 18]. This stimulating problem of
 Ulam, according to Tucker [18], got its name because Steinhaus picturesquely

 formulated it as the problem of cutting a ham sandwich composed of ham, but-
 ter, and bread into two parts by one slice of a knife in such a way that each in-
 gredient is halved.* The general problem involves simultaneously cutting in

 half each of n bodies in euclidean n-space by a hyperplane. For our purposes we

 shall consider the following slightly more general problem. We suppose we are
 given n finite measures in euclidean n-dimensional space such that each measure

 vanishes on any set whose volume is zero, and we seek to find a hyperplane bi-
 secting the space with respect to each measure. Lemma 5.1 of Part II is related

 to this problem, and the proof of this lemma can be modified slightly to solve
 this form of the ham sandwich problem.

 In Part II it will be shown that a solution to the ham sandwich problem

 (or Lemma 5.1) implies the solution of the general bisection problem of any set.
 These two problems are not equivalent, however, because the ham sandwich
 problem involves not merely bisection but bisection in a special way, namely

 by a hyperplane.
 In Part II the standard proof of the ham sandwich problem (and Lemma 5.1)

 using the Borsuk-Ulam theorem [3, 17, 18, 19] is presented. This theorem asserts

 If f is a continuous map of the surface of the sphere in n-dimensional space into
 (n -1)-dimensional space such that f( - x) = -f(x) for every x then there is some
 point on the sphere mapped into the origin.

 Thus, this topological theorem, which does not involve division or measure

 in its statement, provides a logical starting point for the solution of the problems
 discussed above, though, historically, Ulam's ham sandwich problem seems to
 have come first.

 Il. EXISTENCE THEOREMS

 1. Introduction. Let u=u1,..*, u n be an n-tuple of countably additive
 finite real-valued functions defined on a a-algebra cL of subsets of a set U.

 (Though the special case in which the ui are probability measures is of primary
 interest here, it is convenient to treat the general case.) With every ordered

 partition P of U into k measurable sets A1, * * * , Ak, AjEcu for 1<?j<k, we
 associate the n Xk matrix of real numbers M(P) = (ui(Aj)). Our main objective
 is to show that the range R of the matrix-valued function M is compact. The

 study of the case k= 2 is essentially the same as the study of the range of vector-
 valued measures ui(A), * * *, un(A) as A ranges over cit. This case has been

 * Interesting further developments were obtained by Steinhaus. See Fund. Math., vol. 33,

 1945, pp. 245-263, with an historical footnote p. 255.
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 1961] HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY 5

 treated by Lyapunov [10, 13] who showed that R is compact. It is noteworthy

 that in order to prove closure he had to observe, and prove, that if each ui is
 nonatofnic then R is convex. A simplified proof of Lyapunov's results has been
 given by Halmos [10], and interesting extensions of Lyapunov's theorems were
 obtained by Blackwell [1, 2] and by Dvoretsky, Wald and Wolfovitz [5, 6] and
 Karlin [12]. Our principal result is a special case of theirs and is indeed ex-

 plicitly formulated and proven in [6]. Our proof that R is convex if each ui is
 nonatomic is based on the measure-algebra isomorphism theorem of Halmos and

 von Neumann [i1 ] and on the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. The main theorem is:

 THEOREM 1. If u is nonatomic, then R is a compact convex set of matrices.

 This result will be proved in sections 5 and 6. We observe, however, that it
 follows from Theorems 3 and 5 of [2]. That is, identifying nXk matrices with
 nk-dimensional euclidean space, let A be the closed subset of this euclidean

 space composed of the k points Pi, * - *, Pk, where pi is the matrix having l's
 in the jth column and 0's elsewhere. Consider the nk measures vij, 1 _ i<n,
 1 _<j<!k, where vij = ui; then our set R is exactly the range considered by Black-
 well (because a measurable function f from U to this set A corresponds to a

 measurable partition P =A1, * * *, Ak such that f(A j) =pi).
 We draw some consequences of this result for the cake problem. Let acj be a

 set of n nonnegative numbers such that EZjc= 1. We are interested in giving
 the ith person a, of the cake in terms of the measure ui. If ao = 0, the ith person
 has no share in the cake, and the number of participants is less than n. Therefore,
 there is no loss of generality in assuming each oa,> 0. The following result shows
 that U can be partitioned so that each person believes the jth person receives
 aj of U.

 COROLLARY 1. 1. If each ui is a nonatomic probability measure, then given k and
 a,1, * * * , ak >-O with a,a= 1, there exists a partition A1, * , Ak of U such that
 ui(Aj)=aocfor all i=1, , n and j=1, * * *, k.

 Proof. Let Pi (j = 1, **, k) be the partition in which A =U and A, is
 empty if r#j. Then M(Pj) is the matrix having l's in the jth column and 0's
 everywhere else. Theorem 1 implies that EoajM(Pj) is in R. Hence, there exists
 a partition P such that the jth column of M(P) equals the jth column of

 ZajM(Pj) and therefore P has all its entries equal to aj.
 This corollary confirms the assertion of Steinhaus. It also yields an affirma-

 tive answer to the problem of the Nile provided that there are only a finite
 number of flood heights.

 The next result shows that each person can be given strictly more than his

 share of U (i.e., the jth person receives more than cXj of U) provided that there
 are at least two people with different measures. A different proof of the result,
 which does not use the convexity theorem, has been shown to us by Jacob Feld-
 man.
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 6 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose that each ui is a nonatomic probability measure and

 uj,uk for some j k. Let a2i>O with ,ai= 1. Then there exists a partition
 A 1, * * * , A. such that ui(A i) > ao for each i.

 Proof. Suppose, for example, that u1 and u2 are not identical. Then for some

 measurable A, ul(A) >1u2(A). Let B be the complement of A. Then clearly
 u2(B) > ul(B). Without loss of generality (by symmetry) we can suppose that
 ul(A)/a, ? u2(B)/a2. Let PO be the ordered partition determined by giving A to
 1, B to 2 and nothing to i if i > 2. For each i > 1 let Pi be the partition obtained
 by giving all of U to i and nothing to any other index. For each n-tuple xi with
 xi > 0 and Exi = 1 it follows from Theorem 1 that there is a partition
 P = (Al, **, A.) such that

 M(P) = xiM(Po) + E xiM(Pi).
 ix2

 Letting D denote the diagonal of M(P) (so that the ith entry of D is ui(Ai))

 and letting Di denote the diagonal of M(Pi), we see that D = x1Do+ +yi22 xiDi
 We shall try to choose the xi so that all the entries of D are in the same ratios
 as the ai. Hence, we want to solve the equations

 xlui(A) = Xai, xlu2(B) + x2 = Xa2, Xi = Xai for i > 2.

 Solving for xi, summing, and using the fact that Eais =1, we find that if we
 choose

 x = (1 + (d) [1 - ul(A) -U2(B)]

 we have a solution. Now ul(A) +u2(B) > 1 so that 1 -ul(A) -u2(B) <0. Since
 all/ul(A) <1, it follows that X> 1. Therefore, choosing xi to satisfy the above
 equations for this value of X, we find that the ith entry of D is Xcai>cai for all i,
 and this completes the proof.

 The reader primarily interested in Lyapunov's theorem (or Theorem 1) will
 find little difficulty in skimming over Sections 2-4.

 2. Preliminaries. We shall introduce hypotheses only when we have a need
 for them. We start with a set U, the object to be partitioned, and a finite se-

 quence of finite real valued functions ul, , * * I u. each defined on the same
 nonempty collection c1 of subsets of U. If A G%, then uj(A) is the value or
 utility of the set A to the jth person. If P is the ordered partition A1, * * * X A.

 of U into sets A jE U and the jth person is given the set Aj, then there are vari-
 ous criteria which might be applied to decide when one such partition is better
 than another. One of the simplest such criteria is to assign to the partition P

 the value Euj(Aj) and to define one partition to be better than another if it
 has a greater value. Interest now focuses on the existence of best (or maximal)
 partitions in this sense.
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 1961] HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY 7

 If there exists at least one partition and at most a finite number, it is trivial
 that a best one exists. Such is the case, for example, if U is a finite set and qj
 is the collection of all its subsets. When U is infinite, however, it is generally

 necessary to impose restrictions on the uj. For example, if U is the set of positive
 integers, %L the collection of all its subsets, ul any countably additive probability
 measure on c1 such that every integer has positive measure, and u2 is a finitely
 additive function on c1 vanishing on finite subsets and such that u2(U) = 1, then
 it is easy to see that no best partition exists. However, best partitions do exist

 if each utility function ui is a countably additive measure as the following result
 shows.

 THEOREM 2. Let 1L be a a-algebra of subsets of U and let ui, 1_ i<n be a

 countably additive real-valued measure on ciL. Then the supremum of Eui(A 7),
 1 ? <i < n is attained as P= , = A An ranges over ordered measurable partitions
 of U.

 Proof. Let v be any nonnegative finite-valued measure with respect to which

 each ui is absolutely continuous (e.g., v can be Eui if each ui is nonnegative, or,
 more generally, E uij , where j uj| is the total variation measure corresponding
 to ui). Let fi be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of ui with respect to v (i.e., fi is a
 v-measurable function such that ui(A) = fAfidv for each A C t). Let f = sup fi.
 We assert:

 (i) For every P, Iui(Ai) <ffdv.
 (ii) There exists P such that Eui(A i) =ffdv.

 For (i) we observe that

 ,u,(A ) = , f,idv ? , f =f fdv.

 For (ii) let Ai be the subset of U where fi <f for j <t and fi =f. Then As is
 measurable and clearly A1, * , A. is a partition of U. For this partition we
 have

 Eui(A,) = f fidv = E 2 fdv = f fdv,

 which completes the proof.

 Let us return to the general case of any nonempty collection c1 of subsets
 of a set U and real-valued functions ul, * * *, u. defined on cl. We now discuss
 another notion of optimal partition somewhat more complicated than the above.
 The idea is to find a partition that maximizes the amount received by the per-
 son who gets the least, and, among such partitions, to firnd one that maximizes
 the amount received by the person who gets next to the least, etc. More pre-

 cisely, for each partition P=A1, * * * , A. arrange the numbers uj(Aj) in non-
 decreasing order and call the resulting sequence
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 8 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 al(P) ? * * * an(P).

 P is called an optimal partition if for any partition P' either a,(P) =a,(P') for

 all i, or if j is the smallest i such that ai(P) 7Lai(P'), then aj(P') <aj(P) (i.e., P is
 maximal in the ordering of partitions defined by lexicographic ordering of the

 sequences al(P), - - *, an(P)). Thus if Q is the partition B1, - - *, B,, then
 maxQ mini ui(Bi) = al(P), and among all partitions Q such that mini uj(B,)
 -al(P), then if uiBi=al(P), a2(P) = maxQ minjdi uj(Bj), etc.

 In a similar way if we were attempting to partition U according to the ratios

 a( (i.e., so that ui(A i) >oc), where a, > O and EYcx = 1, we let

 al(P) ? ... ? an (P)

 be the nondecreasing order of the numbers ui(Ai)/ai, and then we order parti-
 tions lexicographically by these numbers. Thus optimal partitions in this sense

 would correspond to partitions P in which the smallest ratio ui(Ai)/ai was as
 large as possible, etc.

 Clearly the compactness of the set of vectors u1(Al), * * *, un(An) implies the
 existence of optimal partitions. Thus attention is turned to this matter of com-

 pactness. The vector u1(A1), * * * , un(An) is the diagonal of the matrix (ui(Aj)),
 where 1 < i, j < n. This matrix represents the amount that each person believes
 each participant receives in the partition A1, - - - , An. The study of this set of
 matrices is, therefore, of interest, and, in particular, the compactness of this set
 implies the compactness of the set of diagonals. More generally, for each positive

 integer k, let R=R(k) be the collection of all nXk matrices (ui(Aj)) as
 A1, * * * , Ak ranges over all partitions of U into k sets A,j&U. Our objective is
 to find conditions implying the compactness of R.

 3. Compactness of R in certain special cases. To prove the compactness of
 R it would clearly suffice to find a topology on the set (P of k-partitions
 P =A1, * * *, Ahk such that (i) (P is compact, and (ii) if M(P) = (ui(Aj)), then M
 is a continuous matrix-valued function on (P. Since (P is a subset of (1L)k, the
 k-fold cartesian product of %i, it would suffice to find a topology on CU such that
 (1) cUt is compact, (2) (P is a closed subset of (cit)k, and (3) u is a continuous vector-
 valued function on 't.

 When AU is the collection of all subsets of U, there is a natural compact topol-
 ogy to put on '1. In fact, the set of all subsets of U is in 1-1 correspondence with
 the cartesian power over U of a 2-point space, and this has a compact topology
 under the product topology. In this topology a directed family Aj1of subsets of
 U converges if and only if lim sup Aj=lim inf As (where, as usual, lim sup Aj
 =fnj Uj,j A1j, lim inf Aj1=ul1n>,1 A,j). Since the maps A, B-*AUB and
 A, B-+AnB are both jointly continuous in this topology, it follows that (P is a
 closed subset of (c1.)k. Therefore, this topology on ct satisfies (1) and (2) above,
 and to verify (3) we need only show that u is continuous on 9L. This is a reason-
 able condition to impose in the case U is countable, but if U is nondenumerable
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 1961] HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY 9

 this is too restrictive a condition. A better one is to ask that whenever a sequence

 of sets A, converges to a a set A, then u(A,) should converge to u(A). In the
 event U is countable and Cl is the collection of all its subsets this condition is
 equivalent to continuity because in this case Cl is a compact metric space and so
 the topology is completely described by its convergent sequences. Therefore,
 we have proved:

 THEOREM 3. Let u = u1l, u* U be defined on the collection %l of all subsets of
 a countable set U with values in n-dimensional euclidean space. Suppose that when-

 ever Ap--*A in U then u(A,)--*u(A). Then the collection of matrices (ui(Aj)),
 1 <i<n, 1 _j_k, as A1, . . *, Ak ranges over all partitions of U is a compact set.

 When U is uncountable and Cl is a o-algebra of subsets of U, we do not know
 if the above sequential condition on u is enough to imply the compactness of R.
 Indeed, this is unknown even if %l is the collection of all subsets of U. In fact we
 do not know whether there are any functions u other than the function identi-

 cally zero defined on all subsets of U satisfying the condition A,->A implies
 u(Ap)--u(A) and vanishing on countable A. If u is also assumed to be finitely
 additive (and, therefore, countably additive) Ulam [20] has shown the non-
 existence of a nontrivial u for sets U of appropriate cardinality.

 4. The purely atomic case. Henceforth we shall suppose that u is a countably
 additive finite real-valued measure defined on a o-algebra Cl of subsets of U.
 A measurable set A is said to be an atom for u if u(A) #0 and for every measura-
 ble set B either u(AflB) =0 or u(A -B) =0. Clearly if A is an atom for u then
 for each i it is also an atom for ui if ui(A) #0. It is worth noting that the con-
 verse does not hold. For example, let U consist of two distinct points a, and a2,
 let %l consist of the four subsets of U, and let

 u (a() I if i = j,
 ) 0 if i # j.

 Then U is an atom for both ul and u2, but it is not an atom for u.
 A measure u is said to be purely atomic if there exists a disjoint collection K

 of atoms for u with the property that for each measurable set B, u(B)

 = >:u(BfnA), A CK. u is said to be nonatomic provided that there are no atoms
 for u. We observed above that an atom for each ui need not be an atom for u;
 however, it is true that u is purely atomic if and only if each ui is. We also have
 the following result:

 LEMMA 4.1. u is nonatomic if and only if each ui is nonatomic.

 Proof. We saw above that an atom for u is an atom for at least one ui. There-
 fore, if all the ui are nonatomic, so is u.

 To prove the converse we prove by induction that if A is an atom for the

 vector measure vk = ul, . . ., Uk, then there exists an atom for the vector meas-
 ure vk+l = ul, , uk+l. A is the union of A' and A", where uk+1 is nonnegative
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 10 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 on all subsets of A' and nonpositive on all subsets of A". Either A' or A" is
 again an atom for Vk. Without loss of generality, therefore, we can assume that
 we have an atom, say A, for Vk such that Uk+1 is nonnegative on all subsets of A.

 Consider the collection of subsets B of A which are atoms for Vk. This collec-
 tion is easily seen to be closed under finite intersections, and therefore under
 countable intersections. Hence, there exists such a subset Bo such that uk+1(Bo)
 < uk+1(B) for all such B. An easy verification shows that Bo is an atom for vk+1
 so the induction is complete, and the lemma is proved.

 Given a measure u let K be a maximal disjoint collection of atoms for u
 (which exists by Zorn's lemma). It is trivial that K is at most denumerable so its
 union Ui is measurable. Clearly u restricted to U1 is purely atomic and restricted
 to U- U1 is nonatomic. Hence, any measure u splits into a purely atomic part
 and a nonatomic part whose sum equals u.

 If u is purely atomic, it is easy to verify that it is isomorphic to a measure
 defined on the set of all subsets of some countable set. Therefore, Theorem 3 can
 be applied and we obtain:

 THEOREM 4. Let u be a purely atomic n-dimensional vector measure. Then R,
 the range of the n X k matrix valued function of k-partitions, is compact.

 This result disposes of the purely atomic case, and we now pass on to the
 consideration of the more interesting nonatomic case.

 5. Lyapunov's convexity theorem. The proof of Lyapunov's theorem pre-
 sented here uses the following two results. (For a proof of the first see [3 ], [18],
 p. 293 while the second is proved in [11], Theorem C, p. 173.)

 Borsuk- Ulam Theorem. Let f be a continuous mapping of the n-dimensional
 sphere Sn into n-dimensional euclidean space such that f(x) +f( - x) = 0 for every
 xeSn. Then there exists xESn such that f(x) = 0.

 Halmos- Von Neumann Isomorphism Theorem. Any two separable nonatomic
 measure algebras of countably additive probability spaces are isomorphic.

 The convexity theorem we are after asserts that the range R of our n X k
 matrix-valued function of partitions is convex if u is nonatomic. This is a corol-
 lary of Lyapunov's theorem which asserts that the range of a nonatomic vector-
 valued measure is convex. We present a sequence of lemmas leading to these
 results.

 LEMMA 5.1. Let S be the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of SI, let w be the usual rota-
 tion invariant measure on 8, and let w1, * * - , Wn be n countably additive real-valued
 measures on 8 each absolutely continuous with respect to w. Then there exists a
 closed hemisphere E of Sn such that for all i, wi(E) = !W,(Sn).

 Proof. For each XCSn let E(x) be the closed hemisphere of all yESn whose
 inner product with x is nonnegative. Then E(x) U E(- x) = Sn and
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 1961] HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY 11

 w(E(x)n\E(-x))=0. If x and x' are close points of Sn, then the symmetric

 difference of E(x) and E(x') has small w-measure. Since each wi is absolutely
 continuous with respect to w, it also has small wi measure. Therefore, for each i,
 the function wi(E(x)) is a continuous function on Sn. Define f on Sn by

 f(x) = (wi(E(x)) - ,Wl(Sn)* w,(E(x)) - Wn(Sn)).
 Thenf is a continuous map of Sn into euclidean n-space such thatf(x) +f(- x) = 0
 for all xeSn. The Borsuk-Ulam theorem implies the existence of xCSn such
 that f(x) = 0. Then E(x) satisfies the condition that wi(E(x)) = Iw,(Sn) for all i.

 COROLLARY. Let E1, , En be measurable subsets of Sn. Then there exists a
 hemisphere that contains half of each Ei.

 We observe in passing that the techniques used in [17] also yield the follow-
 ing slightly generalized version of the ham sandwich theorem: Given any n
 countably additive finite real-valued measures defined on the Borel subsets of n-
 dimensional euclidean space that are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
 measure, there exists a hyperplane that bisects each measure.

 Using the Halmos-Von Neumann isomorphism theorem we now show that
 Lemma 5.1 implies the solution of the bisection problem in any space.

 The structure of this section is represented schematically by the following
 diagram showing the implications to be established and the number of the
 lemma in which the implication in question is proved.

 (5.1)
 Borsuk-Ulam Theorem - , Ham Sandwich Theorem

 (5.2)
 ---2) General Bisection Theorem

 (5.3)
 ,5.3) Existence of monotone one-parameter family of subsets

 (Theorem 5) (5.4)
 - , Lyapunov Convexity Theorem == Matrix convexity.

 LEMMA 5.2. Let u be a nonatomic countably additive vector-valued measure de-
 fined on a o--algebra cU of subsets of U. Then there exists a set A of cUL such that
 u(A) = lU(U).

 Proof. Let v = ui, where I ui is the total variation of the ith component
 of u. Then by (4.1), v is a nonatomic positive measure. It can be verified that
 either the measure ring of v is separable or else it contains a nonatomic separable
 subalgebra. Let v' denote the restriction of v to such a separable subalgebra. By
 the Halmos-Von Neumann theorem the measure ring of v' is isomorphic to the
 measure ring 8 on Sn so that v' corresponds to the measure w. Each ui has a re-
 striction u' to the subalgebra which corresponds to a measure wi on 8, and since
 ui is absolutely continuous with respect to v so is wi with respect to w. By (5.1)
 there is a closed hemisphere E of Sn such that wi(E) = IW,(Sn) for each i. Let A
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 12 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 be the element of CI corresponding to E (under the isomorphism of the separable
 subalgebra with 8). Then ui(A) = 4uj(U) for all i, completing the proof.

 The next result shows that the solution of the bisection problem can be used
 to find a one-parameter monotone family of subsets A (t) such that u(A (t))
 - tu( U).

 LEMMA 5.3. Let u be a nonatomic vector measure as in (5.2). There exists a func-
 tion t->A (t) mapping the closed unit interval [0, 1] into cU such that:

 (1) u(A(t)) = tu(U), (2) tl < t2=* AQ(t) C A(t2).

 Proof. Let Q be the collection of functions t->A (t) defined on subsets of [0, 1 ]
 satisfying (1) and (2) where defined. We define a partial ordering in Q by saying
 one function is larger than another if its domain of definition is larger and its
 restriction to the smaller domain equals the smaller function. Zorn's lemma can
 be applied to Q to prove the existence of a maximal function A. We need only
 show A is defined on all of [0, 1]. Let D be the domain of A. Then if ti is a mono-
 tone sequence in D converging from below (or from above) to a t not in D,
 we can extend A to D U { t } by defining A (t) = kJA (ti) (or A (t) = ()A (ti)). This
 contradicts the maximality of A. Therefore, monotone sequences in D converge
 in D so that D is closed.

 Now suppose D is not all of [0, 1]. Since 0 and 1 are clearly in D (because if
 not we could extend A by defining A (0) = 0 and A (1) = U) and D is closed, there
 exist t1, t2CD with t1 <t2 such that no point of the open interval (tl, t2) is in D.
 By (2) we have A (t1) CA (t2). The restriction of u to the measurable subsets of
 A(t2) -A (t1) satisfies the hypothesis of (5.2) so there exists a measurable subset
 B of A (t2)-A (t1) such that u(B) = 4u(A (t2)-A (t1)). We can extend A to
 DUJ { + :2t+t2 } by defining A (:'t1 +P42) =BkJA (t1). This contradicts the maximal-
 ity and therefore D = [0, 1].

 It should be noticed that Lemma 5.3 is equivalent to a generalization of an
 interesting theorem discovered by Neyman [14]. Given any n nonatomic counta-
 bly additive finite real-valued measures ui, i =1, * * , n defined on a o--algebra clt
 of subsets of a set U, there exists a measurable function f such that ui [hl( oo, t)]
 =tuj(U).

 We now show that (5.3) yields a proof of Lyapunov's convexity theorem.

 THEOREM 5 (Lyapunov). The range of a nonatomic vector-valued measure is
 convex.

 Proof. Let A1, A2 be two elements of cUt and let ti, t2 > 0 with tl+t2= 1. Con-
 sider the 2n-dimensional vector-valued measure m defined on cU. by m(B)
 = (u(BG'A,), u(BG'A2)). Lemma 5.3 implies the existence of a set B such that
 m(B) =tim(U) or, equivalently,

 u(B n A1) = tiu(A1), u(B n A2) = tlu(A2).

 Therefore, letting BC =complement of B in U, we have
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 1961] HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY 13

 u(BC n A2) u(A2)- u(BCn A2) = (1 - tl)u(A2) = t2U(A2).

 Let A = (B rA 1) U (B CrA2). Then

 u(A) = u(B n A1) + u(BCfl A2) = tlu(A 1) + t2u(A2),

 completing the proof.

 COROLLARY 5.4. For any positive integer k if u is a nonatomic vector-valued
 measure then the range R(k) of the n X k matrix-valued function M of k-partitions

 P=Ai, * * *, Ak defined by M(P) = (ui(Aj)) is convex.

 Proof. Let A1, * , Ak and A1', * * , A' be two partitions of U and let
 O<t<1. Let m be the 2nXk vector-valued measure determined by the real-

 valued measures B->(ui(BnA j), ui(BnAJ )) as B ranges over ct. By Theorem 5
 there exists a set B such that uj(BnAj) =tuj(Aj) and uj(BnAf) =tuj(A,f).
 Therefore,

 ui(B n Ai) = tui(Aj), ui(BCC A!) = (1 - t)ui(A!).

 It follows that if we set Ej = (BGr)A ) UJ(BCGA ), then

 ui(Ej) = tui(Aj) + (1 - t)uj(AJ').

 The simple verification that E1, , Ek forms a partition of U completes the
 proof. (The device of stringing together a number of vector-valued measures is

 borrowed from Blackwell [2].)

 6. Compactness of R. Lyapunov proved not only that the range of a vector
 valued measure is convex but also that it is compact. Though the convexity of
 R was shown to be a simple corollary to Lyapunov's convexity theorem via
 Blackwell's device, the compactness of R does not follow easily, if at all, from
 Lyapunov's compactness theorem. Therefore a proof that R is compact will be
 given here that has the same general pattern as Halmos' presentation of
 Lyapunov's compactness theorem [10].

 Consider first the nonatomic case. We know that R is bounded in the nk-
 dimensional euclidean space E, and convex by (5.4). For any set R to be closed
 it of course suffices that R -R be empty (where R denotes the closure of R).
 For any convex set R, and any yEGR-R, there is a supporting hyperplane H
 of R not containing all of R with yCH. To see this let E' be the affine variety
 generated by R. A standard separation theorem for convex sets implies the exist-
 ence of a hyperplane of support H' of 7Z in E' that contains y. Let H be any
 hyperplane of E whose intersection with E' is H'. Then H is the desired hyper-
 plane, because yCH, and, since H' is a proper subvariety of E', there is an
 rCR not in H'. Certainly rEE'. But HnE'= H', so rEH.

 Returning to the general program, it now follows that to show R-R is
 empty, it suffices to show that if H is a supporting hyperplane of R not contain-
 ing all of R, then Xr0HCR. Therefore the proof that R is compact is reduced to
 establishing the following two propositions
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 14 HOW TO CUT A CAKE FAIRLY [January

 (6.1) RN H C Rt H,

 (6.2) R n H is closed.

 The hyperplane H is associated with a linear function t and a constant c
 such that

 (i) t(x) _- c for all x E R, (ii) t(x) = c f or all x (E H,

 (iii) for all e>0 there exists xER such that t(x) >c- e.

 Consider the following proposition which implies (6.1)

 Given e >0 there exists 8>0 such that for x ER with t(x) > c -8, there exists

 (6.3) x' *R such that t(x*) =c and Ixqj-x| <efor 1_i<n, 1?j_k.
 Proof that (6.3)=X(6.1). Let yEC nH. To prove (6.1) we show that every

 2e-neighborhood of y meets RnH. Choose 8>0 according to (6.3). The set of x
 such that t(x) > c -8 is open and contains y. Since y C R, the intersection of this
 set with the e-neighborhood of y meets R, so there is xER such that t(x) >c-8
 and IYij-x jx <e for all i, j. Applying (6.3) we obtain a point x*eERnH such
 that Ixi,-x j <e for all i, j. Then IY *I-xI <2e for all i, j, and the proof is
 complete.

 We now concentrate on the proof of assertion (6.3) The linear function t is

 associated to an array tij of real numbers such that t(x)= Etijxi;, 1 i n,
 1?<j?< k. Let uf = Ei tijuj.

 LEMMA 6.4. The number c is the least upper bound of Eu! (A,) as A1, . . .* Ak
 ranges over all measurable partitions of U into k sets.

 Proof. If x=M(P), where P=A1, . . ., A7, then t(x) = ij tiuiu(Aj)
 = ,j uJ (Aj). Since c-supz,eR t(x), the result follows.

 Let v= |u2 where |ui is the total variation measure corresponding to
 ui. Let fy be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of u1' with respect to v (which exists
 because uf is obviously absolutely continuous with respect to v). Let f be the
 supremum of the k functions fi, fk. , and o- an arbitrary nonempty subset of
 the k integers 1, * * *, k. Define F, to be the set of zC U such that fi(z)=f (z) for
 iC-o and fj(z) <f(z) for j EEo-. It is clear that each F, is a measurable set, that
 any two are disjoint, and that their union is U; hence, they form a measurable

 partition of U. Furthermore, if i and i' are in a, then the restriction of u' to F.
 is identical with the restriction of u,', to F, and we shall denote this restriction
 by u,.

 LEMMA 6.5. Euo(Fe) = c.

 Proof. Given any partition A1, l , Ak of U we have
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 (6.6) uJ (A;) = ,uf (FC n Aj) ? , u,(Fr n Aj) = uE(F)
 I .7, U

 This shows that EuU(FU) is an upper bound for Jj uf (Aj). If, however, we de-
 fine a partition A1, , Ak by the condition that Ai is the union of those F.
 for which j is the smallest integer in o', then we see that the inequality in (6.6)

 above is an equality and EuU(F,,) = :uj (A j) for this partition. Therefore,
 EuU(FU) is the least upper bound of the numbers Euf (Aj) so, by (6.4), equals c.

 LEMMA 6.7. Suppose j Eo and that A is a measurable subset of F, such that
 v (A) > 0. Then uU(A) > uj (A).

 Proof. If iEa, we have

 u,,(A) - uf (A) = fAfidv - ffdv = fA - fj))dv.

 But fi-fj > 0 on F, and hence on A. Since v(A) > 0 and v is countably additive,
 the right-hand side of the above equation is positive and the proof is complete.

 LEMMA 6.8. ,uf (Aj) =c if and only if for all af and all j E, v(FU\A j) =0.

 Proof. Zuf (A j) = c if and only if equality holds in (6.6). This is equivalent to

 uJ (F, r A j) = uU(F, rG A j)

 for all j, a. The latter holds automatically if jEG, and for i E is equivalent to
 v(F00nAj) =0, by (6.7), which completes the proof.

 LEMMA 6.9. Given e>0 there exists 8>0 such that if A1, * * Ak is a measura-
 ble partition with ,uf (Aj) > c -8 then there exists a partition B1, * * *, Bk such
 that:

 (1) E uJ'(Bj) = c, (2) v((Ai - Bj) U (By - A1)) < e for all].
 Proof. Lemma 6.7 shows that if j E then, on F,, v is absolutely continuous

 with respect to u.-uf. Therefore, given E>0 there exists 8 such that for all
 pairs j, cr with j EE, if A C F, and (u-uf ) (A) < 8, then v(A) <e/ k (where k is
 the number of pairs (j, a) with j Eo). We show this 8 satisfies the conditions of
 the lemma.

 Let A1, * * *, Ak be a partition with Euf (Aj) > c -8. Consider the partition
 A jnGF, for all j, a. We have

 Euf (Aj n F) = uj!(Aj) > c-8 = ua(Aj C Fa) -B.
 j,Gi j3 l

 Therefore, Ej, [u,(AjrlF?) -uf (AjnF,) ] <8. Since each term of the sum is
 nonnegative, it follows that ua(A jtlF,) -uf (A jnCF,) <8 for all j, a. Therefore,
 if jEa it follows from the choice of 8 that v(A1jnF,,) <e/k.

 For each j E let i(j, a) be the smallest integer in a. We define a partition
 B1, . , Bk by
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 Bi= U {Ai) F,, i C aUU {Aj,C FJJ iE o and i= i(j, o)}.

 Then BiCUis Fa so if iEjIo-, Bi{r)Fa is empty, and by (6.8), Zuf (Bj) =c, so the
 partition B1, , Bk satisfies (1). To see that it satisfies (2) we have

 (Ai-B1) J (Bi-A) C U Aj C F,

 and therefore

 v((Ai - B) U (Bi - Ai)) < , v(Aj n Fa) < */=
 JE$U

 and this completes the proof.

 Clearly (6.3) is an immediate consequence of (6.9) SO it only remains to
 verify (6.2) to prove the compactness of R. The proof of compactness proceeds
 by induction on d = the dimension of R. If d = 0, R is a single point and there is
 nothing to prove. Now we assume inductively that for all n, k whenever we have
 a nonatomic n-dimensional vector-valued measure on a measure space such that
 the dimension of the nXk matrix-valued function of k-partitions has dimension
 <d then it is compact. Assume dim R= d. We show the inductive assumption
 implies that RG'H is closed for every supporting plane H not containing R
 (i.e., it implies (6.2)), and then, having (6.1), we obtain the compactness of R,
 and the induction is complete.

 It only remains, therefore, to prove RnH is closed using the inductive
 hypothesis. Note that dim(RrYH) is necessarily less than d because H does not
 contain R. We use the same notation as earlier in this section.

 For each oa let RU be the set of all n X k matrices of the form ui(CQ), where
 C1, * * *, Ck is a partition of F. such that v(Cj) =0 if j EIo-. Given such a parti-
 tion Cj(o-) of F, for every o-, we define a partition A1, * * * , Ak of U by setting
 Aj=UU Cj(u). Then (6.8) shows that (ui(Aj)) is a matrix in RnH. Conversely,
 if (ui(Aj)) is a matrix of RC'H, (6.8) shows that for each a, AfjrFU = Cj(u) is a
 partition of F, into sets Ci(o), * - - , Ck(o') such that v(Cj(a)) = 0 if j KEo. The re-
 lation between the partition Aj and the partitions Cj(o) is such that (ui(Aj))
 = E (ui(Cj(o-))). Therefore, RG'H= >1 RU. Since E, R, lies in RQnH, which
 has dimension <d, each RU has dimension less than d. By the inductive assump-
 tion each R, is compact (if k(a) is the number of elements of a, then R, is clearly
 homeomorphic to the range of the nXk(o) matrix-valued function defined on
 F, by partitions into k(o) sets and by the measures ui). Therefore, RnH is
 compact, and this completes the proof of compactness in the nonatomic case.
 This together with Theorem 5 completes the proof of Theorem 1.

 Theorem 4 asserted the compactness of R in the purely atomic case. Com-
 bining this with the result just proved and using the decomposition of an arbi-
 trary measure into its purely atomic and nonatomic parts as described in Section
 4 we have the following.

 THEOREM 6. The range R of the n X k matrix-valued function M of partitions

 P =Al, * * *, Al defined by M(P) = (ui(Aj)) is compact.
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 Returning to the concept of optimal partition introduced in Section 2 we
 have the following.

 COROLLARY 6.10. There exist optimal partitions.

 We conclude with one further notion. An optimal partition A1, * * *, A.
 will be called equitable if ui(A ) = uj(Aj) for all i and j. In the event that the
 measures uj are not only nonatomic but also each is absolutely continuous with
 respect to every other, then every optimal partition is equitable. Even in the
 nonatomic case the converse does not hold.
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